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          Vietnamese Students are Asked to Marry Old Korean Farmers
                  
          The idea of paying money for a bride has always enraged me, because I believe marriage should come from real love and commitment, and humans are not commodities for trading.
 South Korea, Eastern Asia 
          

          
          Story by Nhi (Christie) Pham. Edited by Melaina Dyck 

          Published on October 11, 2021. 
          Reading time: 4 minutes 
This story is also available in  [image: de]  [image: kr] 
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Five years ago, I came to South Korea with the excitement of being a student, but the question I received the most when people found out I was from Vietnam was not about my culture or motivation, but about my marital status. On over 10 occasions, people have asked if I am married to a Korean man. This made me feel uncomfortable and left me wondering if it’s a stereotype for all Vietnamese women in South Korea.

Sadly, this stereotype doesn’t come from nowhere. I was very shocked when I began hearing stories about women from Vietnam and other Southeast Asian countries being purchased by middle-aged men from the Korean countryside. Marriage brokers organize marriage tours, in which the customers travel to Vietnam and pick their brides from line ups of Vietnamese women, aged 16-30. News stories report that migrant wives suffer isolation and even abuse from their Korean partners due to language barriers, age gaps, and cultural differences. Since many Vietnamese migrants come to Korea this way, the stereotype of Vietnamese women as wives for Korean men is deeply etched into South Korean culture.

However, thoughts of these incidents had left my mind until I saw a local news article about a letter female Vietnamese students got from the government of Mungyeong City. The city proposed a transitional marriage campaign[bookmark: _ftnref1][1] in which they sent letters to female Vietnamese students inviting them to marry old Korean farmers. The concept caused anger and disappointment for the Vietnamese community because it aimed at a specific gender, nationality, age group and occupation profile. Even though the city tried to explain that they purely intended to help Mungyeong City recover its declining population, to me and many other Vietnamese who live here, the project implied that the sole goal of female Vietnamese students in South Korea is to look for a Korean husband as a ticket for migration.

 

I felt offended, shocked and disappointed seeing this news. I felt that the goals of Vietnamese women to expand our knowledge were utterly debased by the campaign. The letter caused outrage in the Vietnamese community. In order to gain insights from other Vietnamese residents in South Korea, I interviewed two of my friends, both of whom graduated from Korean universities, and have worked and lived in South Korea for years. M[bookmark: _ftnref2][2], 33, who studied and worked in Seoul and has a Korean husband, told me, “I think Mungyeong City is very selfish to only care about their local problems without respecting the original purpose of foreign female students coming to Korea, leading to more serious consequences such as discrimination based on gender and race. My husband is also very upset, he wonders why the public officers could be so ignorant as to make such an embarrassing decision.” M showed that the project was not only upsetting Vietnamese people but also eliciting objections from Korean people. T, 29, who lived in Korea for 6 years, expressed her opinion: “I feel angry when Vietnamese girls are treated as tools to increase Korea's birth rate.”

The campaign was eventually canceled after a huge outcry from Vietnamese students and the National Human Rights Commission. I hope this incident will raise acknowledgment of the discriminatory prejudices and stereotypes in Korean society, and lead to action against marriage brokers and support for rural areas to end bride-buying. People should be treated fairly and respected regardless of their nationalities.



[bookmark: _ftn1][1] ‘Transitional marriage’ is a marriage between two people from different countries

[bookmark: _ftn2][2] I have left out their full names for privacy reasons
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              Follow-up
 
              
                  
                    Do you have any questions after reading this story? Do you want to follow-up on what you've just read?
                    Get in touch with our team to learn more! Send an email to  [email protected].
                  

                            
 
            

            
                      
              Talk about this Story
 

              Please enable cookies to view the comments powered by Disqus.
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                  Share your story

                  
Every story we share is another perspective on a complex topic like migration, gender and sexuality or liberation. We believe that these personal stories are important to better understand what's going on in our globalised society - and to better understand each other. That's because we are convinced that the more we understand about each other, the easier it will be for us to really talk to one another, to get closer - and to maybe find solutions for the issues that affect us all. 

                  Do you want to share your story? Then have a look here for more info.

                  Share Your Story

                


              

            
            
      
            
            
              Subscribe to our Monthly Newsletter

                Stay up to date with new stories on Correspondents of the World by subscribing to our monthly newsletter:
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          Nhi (Christie) Pham

          
Nhi Pham (Christie Pham) is a Vietnamese UX designer based in Seoul, South Korea. During her 5 years of living in South Korea as a student, a correspondent and then an office worker, she has observed and experienced several aspects of the country, especially Seoul City. With interests in global, environmental and multicultural issues, she wants to share her stories with readers from her perspective. Her ultimate goal is to connect and inspire people around the world.
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      > Madagascar
      
      Every Passport Has A Story

              
        A story by Fortunat Miarintsoa Andrianimanana 

   4 min  English Audio available
      
                          
      
        Despite this huge unfairness, because nobody chooses a particular passport at birth, some people have to go through it.  Read more...
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      Forty-Three Years

              
        A story by Y-Danair Niehrah 

   4 min  English Audio available
      
                          
      
        They believed each other to be dead. 43 years later, childhood friends discovered they had survived war. Read more...
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      Connecting with People through Calligraphy

              
        A story by Choi Lucia 
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        Calligraphy for me has opened, quite literally, another world.  Read more...
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  Get involved

    At Correspondents of the World, we want to contribute to a better understanding of one another in a world that seems to get smaller by the day - but somehow neglects to bring people closer together as well. We think that one of the most frequent reasons for misunderstanding and unnecessarily heated debates is that we don't really understand how each of us is affected differently by global issues.
    

     Our aim is to change that with every personal story we share. 

    Share Your Story







  Community Worldwide

     Correspondents of the World is not just this website, but also a great community of people from all over the world. While face-to-face meetings are difficult at the moment, our  Facebook Community Group  is THE place to be to meet other people invested in Correspondents of the World. We are currently running a series of online-tea talks to get to know each other better.
 
    Join Our Community
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            I Wish Home Was a Better Place to Live In

                    
              A story by Noosha 

           3 min 
            
                              
            
            Immigration is difficult. Being away from family and friends, learning a new language and always being a second-class citizen (especially if you are from the Middle East). And if you get old, starting again from nothing.
          
             Read more...

          Or read it in  [image: ar]  [image: cn]  [image: de]  [image: es]  [image: kr] 
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            So Far No Matter How Close

                    
              A story by Merve Vardarli 

           4 min 
            
                              
            
            Throughout years migration has become the epicenter of our lives. What does it mean to become an immigrant?
          
             Read more...

          Or read it in  [image: de]  [image: es]  [image: it]  [image: kr] 
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        > Madagascar
      
            Every Passport Has A Story

                    
              A story by Fortunat Miarintsoa Andrianimanana 

           4 min  English Audio available
            
                              
            
            Despite this huge unfairness, because nobody chooses a particular passport at birth, some people have to go through it. 
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            An Alien From the Same Planet

                    
              A story by Veronica Burgstaller 

           4 min  English Audio available
            
                              
            
            It has to be remembered that through all these moving places, I stayed the same person, I had my Austrian passport, I was half Austrian and half Indonesian: yet in Indonesia, I may have been an expat, in England an immigrant, in Korea - a constant struggle to become somewhat included. It is clear that the power as to who I am is not in my hands. 
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            Dialogue with Refugees in Norway

                    
              A story by Lene Mortensen 

           3 min 
            
                              
            
            Anti-refugee politics is on the rise all over the world, but we can counter this trend by daring to ask questions and get to know those who are being spoken about. 
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            Being a Migrant in Chile

                    
              A story by Juan Carlos Pérez Jerez 

           4 min  English Audio available
            
                              
            
            To be an immigrant in Chile means that you migrate all day, every day. 
          
             Read more...

          Or read it in  [image: ar]  [image: es]  [image: ir]  [image: it] 
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        Global Issues Through Local Eyes

        We are Correspondents of the World, an online platform where people from all over the world share their personal stories in relation to global development. We try to collect stories from people of all ages and genders, people with different social and religious backgrounds and people with all kinds of political opinions in order to get a fuller picture of what is going on behind the big news.

          

            
            
              
              Our Correspondents

              At Correspondents of the World we invite everyone to share their own story. This means we don't have professional writers or skilled interviewers. We believe that this approach offers a whole new perspective on topics we normally only read about in the news - if at all. If you would like to share your story, you can find more info here.

Share Your Story
            


            
            
              
              Our Editors

              We acknowledge that the stories we collect will necessarily be biased. But so is news. Believing in the power of the narrative, our growing team of awesome editors helps correspondents to make sure that their story is strictly about their personal experience - and let that speak for itself.

Become an Editor
            

          

      

    

  



  

    
    
      Vision

      At Correspondents of the World, we want to contribute to a better understanding of one another in a world that seems to get smaller by the day - but somehow neglects to bring people closer together as well. We think that one of the most frequent reasons for misunderstanding and unnecessarily heated debates is that we don't really understand how each of us is affected differently by global issues.

Our aim is to change that with every personal story we share.

View Our Full Vision & Mission Statement
    


  




  

    
    
      Topics

      We believe in quality over quantity. To give ourselves a focus, we started out to collect personal stories that relate to our correspondents' experiences with six different global topics. However, these topics were selected to increase the likelihood that the stories of different correspondents will cover the same issues and therefore illuminate these issues from different perspectives - and not to exclude any stories. If you have a personal story relating to a global issue that's not covered by our topics, please still reach out to us! We definitely have some blind spots and are happy to revise our focus and introduce new topics at any point in time. 
    


    

      
      
        
          
            
               
            

          
          Environment

          Discussions about the environment often center on grim, impersonal figures. Among the numbers and warnings, it is easy to forget that all of these statistics actually also affect us - in very different ways. We believe that in order to understand the immensity of environmental topics and global climate change, we need the personal stories of our correspondents.
        

      


      
      
        
          
            
              
            

          
          Gender and Sexuality

          Gender is the assumption of a "normal". Unmet expectations of what is normal are a world-wide cause for violence. We hope that the stories of our correspondents will help us to better understand the effects of global developments related to gender and sexuality, and to reveal outdated concepts that have been reinforced for centuries.
        

      


      
      
        
          
            
               
            

          
          Migration

          Our correspondents write about migration because it is a deeply personal topic that is often dehumanized. People quickly become foreigners, refugees - a "they". But: we have always been migrating, and we always will. For millions of different reasons. By sharing personal stories about migration, we hope to re-humanize this global topic.
        

      


      
      
        
          
            
               
            

          
          Liberation

          We want to support the demand for justice by spotlighting the personal stories of people who seek liberation in all its different forms. Our correspondents share their individual experiences in creating equality. We hope that for some this will be an encouragement to continue their own struggle against inequality and oppression - and for some an encouragement to get involved.
        

      


       
      
        
          
             
              
            

          
          Education

          Education is the newest addition to our themes. We believe that education, not only formal but also informal, is one of the core aspects of just and equal society as well as social change. Our correspondents share their experiences and confrontations about educational inequalities, accessibility issues and influence of societal norms and structures. 
        

      


      
      
        
          
            
               
            

          
          Corona Virus

          2020 is a year different from others before - not least because of the Corona pandemic. The worldwide spread of a highly contagious virus is something that affects all of us in very different ways. To get a better picture of how the pandemic's plethora of explicit and implicit consequences influences our everyday life, we share lockdown stories from correspondents all over the world.
        

      


    


  



      

  

    
    
      Growing Fast

      Although we started just over a year ago, Correspondents of the World has a quickly growing community of correspondents - and a dedicated team of editors, translators and country managers.
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        Countries
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        Translations

      

    


  




  

    
    
      Contact

      Correspondents of the World is as much a community as an online platform. Please feel free to contact us for whatever reason!
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